ROBUST STABLITY
Let p := [p-. p] a vector of real parameters lying in the interval uncertainty set 1I:={pIp7<p<p,+ i-=1,2,...,}. (1) Consider the polynomial 6(a,p):-6o(p)+61(p)a+62(P)s2+. *-+6(p)a' (2) wherein the coefficients-bg(p) are affine multilinear functions of p. We shall refer to this type of polynomial as a mutinear. interval polynomial. it is easy to show that any multilinea interval 
We now state the welknown Mappimg Theorem [6] ., This theorem along with the previously given procedure for approximating the image set can be used to develop an efficient computational technique to check robust stability. We can also extend this result to the computation of the parametrc stability margin of the multilinear interval control systems. This is done next. 
